
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

International Politics on UWE Campuses and in UWE Students' 
Union; Maintaining a politically neutral 
Date Passed: 1st April 

Speaker: Rachael Shine 

This Union Notes: 
1.  That the Students’ Union considers inclusivity to be one of its core values. 

2.  That in the 2013-14 Annual General Meeting, the student body accepted the Safer Spaces 
Policy, which states: 

“UWESU is committed to our core value of inclusivity and will take a zero tolerance approach 
to language or behaviour that is racist, sexist, homophobic, or that could cause offence to a 
student with a disability as well as any other student that feels harassed, bullied or 
discriminated against.” Quote to be updated 

3.The University and UWESU is currently involved in, and has taken stands on, international 
politics which has divided students and discriminated against certain groups. 

This Union Believes: 
1.  A motion that inflicts a global political stand can make students (home and international) 
feel outcast. 

2.  That the SU should be a politically neutral environment in which education is considered 
most important, and not political viewpoints that will marginalise any of our student 
population. 

3.  That welfare of students is important, but should be considered on an individual 
university-based scale, as opposed to a globally political scale, UWESU should be a SU for all 
to feel welcome regardless of background. 

4.  That motions inflicting a global political stance directly conflict with the established Safer 
Spaces Policy which does not allow individuals or groups of students to feel discriminated 
against. 



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

This Union Resolves: 
1. That UWESU will continue to encourage all students to campaign on these important 
issues in an inclusive and positive manner. 

2. That motions which take a global political stance should not be accepted by the Students’ 
Union at Annual General Meeting or Student Council on the grounds that they conflict with 
its core values of inclusivity. 

3. For politically sensitive motions from now to directly adhere to this motion. 
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